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COMPLETION REGULAR MEASURES ON PRODUCT
SPACES WITH APPLICATION TO THE EXISTENCE

OF BAIRE STRONG LIFTINGS

BY

S. GzIS AND C. GRYLLAKIS

1. Introduction

In [5] and [13] it is proved that, subject to the continuum hypothesis (CH),
every (positive) Radon measure supported on a space with a topology basis of
card < c admits a Baire lifting as well as a Borel strong lifting.
On the other hand, relatively little is known about the existence of Baire

liftings that are, at the same time, strong. On the positive side, Baire strong
liftings have been shown to exist, when CH is assumed, in a very restricted
class of measures: on any product of less than or equal to 2 supported
Radon measures, each on a compact metric space ([l 1]--see also [15]). We
also mention that D. Maharam in [12] proved that existence of a (completion)
Baire strong lifting for the product measure, if each compact space is either a
closed unit interval or two point space, without assuming CH and for any
number of factors. On the negative side, D.H. Fremlin has exhibited a
completion regular measure on [0, 1]2 that admits no strong lifting [6].
The question that naturally arises is: what (completion regular) measures

on [0, 1]1 admit a Baire strong lifting?
We prove that, under CH, the answer is always positive. The proof, in the

spirit of [11], is based on a special characterization of a class of "maximal"
open sets, for a completion regular measure on an arbitrary product of
compact spaces (Lemma 2).

In the sequel, trying to find Baire strong liftings for a product measure, we
investigate -in connection with some questions posed in [3] and [2]-which
products of two compact completion regular measure spaces (X, p), (Y, u)
are completion regular. We establish that, subject to Martin’s Axiom and the
negation of the continuum hypothesis, such a product is completion regular,
provided that one of these topological factors is of the form II. jY., with the

Y. compact metric spaces (Theorem 2).
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This results extends a theorem of Choksi and Fremlin [3, Th. 3] and shows
that a question posed in [3] (see note on p. 121; see also [2]) can be answered
in the affirmative under quite general assumptions.

In the particular case that both X and Y are products of compact metric
spaces, we prove that /z u is completion regular without set-theoretical
assumptions (this is an earlier result of one of usmsee [8]). The proof here
(theorem 3) is an order of magnitude simpler that the one given in [8].

Moreover, in this particular case, provided that each X, Y is a product of
less than or equal to c compact metric spaces, subject to CH, the measure
/x u admits a Baire strong lifting; i.e., the Baire strong lifting property is
productive (Corollary 2).

2. A lifting theorem

All measure spaces are assumed to be finite.
Let X be a (completely regular Hausdorff topological) space. Let 0(X),

resp. (X), denote the tr-algebra of Baire, resp. Borel, sets in X. Let/z be a
(positive Radon) measure on X. Let (X) denote the tr-algebra of/-mea-
surable sets (i.e., the completion of (X)with respect to ). If A, B
(X) we write A B, if/.((A B) U (B -A)) 0.
Let be a Boolean subalgebra of g(X). A Boolean algebra homomor-

phism r: g(X) is called a lifting if A rA for every A and
A B implies rA rB. r is called strong, if V is a subset of rV for all open
sets Ve ,. If there is a strong lifting for g(X), we say that admits a strong
lifting and then, necessarily, the support of/z is the whole space X [9].
The measure/x is called completion regular, if every Borel subset of X is

measurable with respect to the completion of the Baire restriction of , that
is, to every Borel set E, there correspond two Baire sets A and B such that
A cEcB and/z(B-A)=O.

REMARK 1. If admits a Baire strong lifting, one can immediately verify
that/z must be cornpletion regular.

THEOREM 1.2 We assume the continuum hypothesis (c N1).
Let Xi, I, with card I < c, be compact metric spaces and Iz a completion

regular measure on X I-I iXi with supp tz X. Then tx admits a Baire
strong lifting.

First, we need the following auxiliary notion (see [11, p. 157]). Let E be a
subalgebra of M,(X) and a map d: E 0(X). We shall say that d has the

2This theorem has been proved in a much more general context in [7]
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property (P), if it satisfies the following conditions:
(1) A B implies d(A)= d(B),
(2) d(A ( B) d(A) ( d(B),
(3) t(d(A) A) O,
(4) A c d(A)(A denotes the interior of A).
This is essentially the definition of a strong lower density--see [9, p. 36, 64]

--with the exception that we do not require d(A) A.
The following lemma is from [11] (Lemma 3)--see also [5] or [10].

LEMMA 1. Let L, d be as above with card X _< t 1. Then them exists a Baire
strong lifting r on , such that d(A) c rA, for all A X.

The following lemma is of independent interest.

LEMMA 2. Let (Y.) be a family of compact spaces and v a completion
regular measure on Y IIY.. Then:
For every v.measurable subset A of Y, the set

U{ Vopen in Y, such that v(A N V) O}

depends on a countable subset of J.

Proof. We can assume that A is (compact and) supporting, i.e., A is
nonempty and v(A c U) > 0, for every open set U that meets A.

Claim 1. There exists a countable subset JA of J such that, for every
W II IW. II s_iY., I c J finite with I JA and W. c Y. open,
we have v(A W) > O.

Let D be a Baire subset of A, with v(D) v(A) and JA a countable subset
of J, on which D depends. Suppose, if possible, that the claim is not true,
that is, there is an open set W of the above form such that v(A W) O.
Then, since A is supporting, D cA c Y- W. But, Y- W depends on
J- JA, while D depends on JA, contradiction.

Claim 2. Let W II IW. II _IY., I c J finite and W. c Y. open,
such that v(A (3 W) 0. Then, there is an open set W1 containing W that
depends on JA and v(A WI)= 0.

Express W as W W2, where W1, W2 are basic open sets, W depends on JA
and W2 depends on J JA. We shall prove that v(A W1) 0.

Suppose, if possible, that v(A 3 W1) > 0. We apply claim 1, with A N W
in place of A and we find a countable subset JAn wl Of J satisfying the claim.
Since D t W cA W and v(D W1) v(A W1) it is clear, from the
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proof of claim 1, that we can choose JAn wl Ja. But, v((A (3 W1) (3 W2)
v(A c W) 0, contradiction. So, we have v(A W1) 0.
Now, the conclusion of the lemma follows from claim 2.

REMARK 2. It is clear that, if each is a compact metric space,

U{V open in Y: v(A (3 V) O}

is a Baire subset of Y. This follows also from Lemma 2, p. 121 of [3].
The next lemma is the key of our argument.

LEMMA 3. We have the assumptions of Theorem 1. For A g(X), set

CA {VopeninX: v(V-A) O} and d(A) := (,.J V.
VCA

Then, d satisfies (P).

Proof. Properties (1), (2), (3) and (4) follow easily from the definition of d
and the regularity of /z. By Remark 2, we have d(A) o(X), for all
A Bg(X).

Proof of Theorem 1.
set

We consider the measure algebra fl of/x. For a fI

Q(a) {v open: v a}

and take UVQ(a)V if Q(a)4: f and tl an arbitrary element of a,
otherwise. Clearly, a a. Let E be the subalgebra of g(X) generated by
the set {ti: a f}. Then, card < c. We use Lemma 3 to define a map
d: Z --* 0(X) with the property (P). Then, by Lemma 1, there is a Baire
strong lifting on which extends naturally on ,(X).

REMARK 3. The proof of Theorem 1 shows that every compact measure
space of topological weight _< c that has the property that every open set has
an open Baire cover of the same measure admits a Baire strong lifting. On
the other hand, it is known (see e.g. [1, p. 84]) that the Haar measure on a
(compact) group has this property. So, we have the following:

COROLLARY 1. Subject to the continuum hypothesis, the Haar measure on a
compact group of topological weight <_ c admits a Baire strong lifting.
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3. On products of completion regular measures

We begin with two topological notions.
Let X be a Hausdorff topological space. We say that X has the countable

chain condition (ccc), if every indexed set {U/, I} of nonempty pairwise
disjoint open sets in X is at most countable. We also say that X has caliber
1, if for every uncountable set {U/, I} of nonempty open sets in X there
is an uncountable subset J of I such that ("lijU .
We shall need the following well known theorems concerning the above

notions.

THEOREM A. (We assume Martin’s Axiom and the negation of the contin-
uum hypothesis). Every compact ccc space has caliber

Proof See [4, Theorem on p. 201].

THEOREM B. Let (Xi) I be a family of compact metric spaces. Then
Hi IXi has caliber 1.

Proof See [4], [14].

Assume now that (X,/x) is a compact measure space, (Y/)/ j an uncount-
able family of compact metric spaces, v a completion regular measure on
Y II. jY and A a subset of X Y, measurable with respect to the Radon
product measure A v, with A(A) > 0.

LEMMA 4. (We assume Martin’s Axiom and the negation of CH). Let
(X, I), (Y, v), A be as above. Then there is a countable subset M ofJ such that,
for every nonempty open set V in Y that depends on J M, we have A(A N
(B V)) > 0 for all open sets B in X with A(A N (B Y)) > 0.

Proof We need the following result.

Claim. For every A-measurable set C with A(C) > 0, there is a countable
subset Nc of J such that A(C n (X V)) > 0 for all nonempty open sets V
in Y that depend on J- Nc.

Without loss of generality, we can assume that C is supporting (with respect
to A). By Fubini’s theorem, 0 < A(C)= fu(Ct)dtx(t) (where C {u Y:
(t, u) C}). So, there is an s X such that u(Cs) > 0. Also, by claim 1 in
the proof of Lemma 2, there is a countable subset Nc of J such that
u(Cs 1/) > 0, for every basic open set 1/in Y depending on J- Nc. This
Nc satisfies the claim. In fact, let 1/ be any nonempty open set in Y that
depends on J-Nc. Then, u(CI/)>O, so, CI/. Thus, Ccq
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(X V) 4: (R). Since C is supporting, A(C (X V)) > 0. This completes
the proof of the claim.

Suppose now, if possible, that the conclusion of the lemma is not true.
Without loss of generality, we can assume that A is supporting. Then, for
every countable subset M of J we can find a basic open set Vm in Y that
depends on a finite subset Im of J M and an open set Um in X such that

A(A C (UM Y)) >0 and A(A t (UM VM) ) =0.

From this (starting with an arbitrary countable subset M0 of J), using a
transfinite induction argument, we can construct a strictly in creasing family
(My)y < o,1 of countable subsets of J satisfying the conditions:

(I) A(A (3 (UM. X Y)) > 0 and A(A (3 (UM. X VM,)) 0 fory < 0)1;
(II) Im c M and Im ( Im fory < <to 1.

Thus, there is an uncountable family (Vv)v r of basic open sets in Y such
that:

(i) For 7, 6 F, 7 4: , Vv and V depend on pairwise disjoint sets of
coordinates;

(ii) For every y F there is an open set U in X such that

A(A r (U/Y)) >0 and A(A (U,,z V)) =0.

We have the following two alternative cases.
Case 1. The set {U: , F} is countable. Then, since F is uncountable,

we can find 3’0 F such that the set {y F: U U0} is uncountable.
But then, by (ii), we have

(*) 7(A (3 (Uv0 Vv)) A(A (Uv0 Y) t (X Vv)) 0

for all 7 A.

Now, since A(A q (U0 X Y))> 0, by the claim, there exists a countable
subset N of J such that, for every nonempty open set V in Y that depends
on J-Nwehave

n x Y)n (x x v)) > o.

Since A is uncountable, by (i), there exists an uncountable subset A, of A
such that V depends on J- N, for all 2, A,. So,

Z(A n (U,o x Y) n (X x V,)) > 0 for all y A’.

But, this contradicts (.). This contradiction ends the proof of the lemma in
case 1.
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Case 2. The set {Uy: y F} is uncountable. Then, by (ii), since A is
supporting (with respect to A), A N (Uy Vy) (R), for all y F and so

=Atn(XxV,)t=AtnV.=
for every 3’ F and U.

Now consider the set F {t X: v(A t) > 0}. Clearly,/z(F) > 0. Also, since

Z(A n Y)) > 0 for all 3’ F

and

A(A n v)) furv(A,)dg(t ),

we have/(F n u,) > 0 for every 3’ F.
By the regularity of/x, we can find a compact supporting (with respect to

/) subset K of F and an uncountable subset F’ of F such that/x(K N U) >
0, for all 3’ F’. In particular, K M U : for all 3’ F’.
Now, because K admits a strictly positive measure, it has the countable

chain condition. Thus, since Martin’s Axiom and the negation of CH are
assumed, Theorem A yields that K has a caliber. So, there is an uncount-
able subset H of F’ such that E (1 n(K (1 U) :# .
Take s E. Then we have u(A) > 0 and so, by claim 1 in the proof of

Lemma 2, there exists a countable subset N of J such that A(A t’l l/’) > 0,
for all basic open sets l/in Y that depend on J N. Since H is uncountable,
by (i) there is an uncountable subset H’ of H such that Vv depends on
J- N, for every 3’ H’. So,

n > 0 for all 3’ H’.

But this contradicts ( ). This contradiction ends the proof of the Lemma in
case 2.

LEMMA 5. Let X H IXi, where each X is compact metric and
(Y, v), A as in Lemma 4. Suppose that Ix is completion regular. Then there
exists a countable subset M of J, as in the conclusion of Lemma 4.

Proof. Following the proof of Lemma 4 and using Remark 2, we can
choose K to be Baire. Since a Baire set depends on a countable set of
coordinates, K is a product of compact metric spaces. Therefore, by theorem
B, it has caliber 1 and we complete the proof of Lemma 5, exactly as in
Lemma 4.
Now, we are ready to prove the main theorem of this section (compare

with Choksi and Fremlin [3, Theorem 3]).
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THEOREM 2. Let X be a compact space, (Y)i J an uncountable family of
compact metric spaces and I., v completion regular measures on X,. Y H
respectively. Then, subject to the Martin’s Axiom and the negation of the
continuum hypothesis, the Radon product measure a =I* v is completion
regular.

Proof Let A be a A-measurable set in X Y.

Claim. There is a countable subset P of J such that for every basic open
set W in X Y, with A(A n W)= 0 we have A(A n pr{l(prl(W)))= O,
where pr denotes the canonical projection from X Y onto X IIi eYi.

Suppose, if possible, that the claim is not true. Then (taking an arbitrary
countable subset P0 of J), we can find, by transfinite induction,

(1) a strictly increasing family (P) < o,1 of countable subsets of J,
(2) a family (U) <,ol of open set in X and
(3) two families (V1) < O1, ( Vg)a < 01 of basic open sets in Y satisfying

the following conditions:
(a) for each a < o 1, if V,1, V depend on I1, I2 respectively, then,

I1 c P,I P and Ut <It c P;
(b) A(A (U (V V2))) 0 and A(A C (U VI)) > 0, for all a

< 091. Now, applying Erd6s-Rado’s theorem [4, Theorem 1.4, p. 5] to the
uncountable family of sets (I1). <,oi, we find an L c to uncountable and a
finite subset I of J such that 1,1 n It I, for a,/3 L, a 4:/3. Since H IYi
has a countable basis for its topology, there exist a basic open set G in that
depends on I and an uncountable subset L’ of L such that, for each a L’,
V G W1, where W is an open set in that depends on I I.
On the other hand, by (b), we have A(A f (U (G W V)) 0 for

a L’. But, this contradicts Lemma 4, for the set A (X G), since the
sets W V, a L’ depend on pairwise disjoint sets of coordinates and
A(A q (X G) f3 (U Y)) > 0. This completes the proof of the claim.
The above claim clearly implies that for any h-measurable subset A of

X Y, the set U{O an open subset of X Y: A(A O) 0} depends on a
set of coordinates disjoint from J P. Therefore, for every open subset U of
X Y there exist a countable subset R of J and an open set U’ containing
U, that depends on a set of coordinates disjoint from J- R, with A(U’)
;t(u).

In order to verify the completion regularity of h it suffices to prove that for
every nonempty open set U in X Y there is a Baire set B containing U,
such that A(B) A(U). Indeed, let pr: X Y -o X H Yi denote the
canonical projection and h’ pr(h). Since h’ is a (Radon) product measure
and the space I-I Yi has a countable basis for its topology, it is easy to
prove that h’ is completion regular [3, Th. 3]. Hence, there is Baire set D in
X IIinY containing pr(U’)with A’(D)= h’(pr:(U’)). But this means
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that the (Baire) set B D I-Ijj_RY contains U’ and A(B) A(U). This
ends the proof of Theorem 2.

THEOREM 3. Let (Xi)i e i, (Y)i J be uncountable families of compact
metric spaces and Ix, u completion regular measures on H e iXi, Hi jY
respectively. Then the Radon product measure Ix u is completion regular.

Proof The proof is exactly the same as that of Theorem 2, where instead
of Lemma 4, we use Lemma 5.
Now, combining Theorem 1 and Theorem 3, we obtain the following:

COROLLARY 2. (Assume the continuum hypothesis). Let Ix, u be completion
regular measures supported on H iXi, H Y respectively, where Xi, Yi are
compact metric spaces. Suppose that I, J are both of cardinality <_ c. Then the
Radon product measure Ix u admits a Baire strong lifting.
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